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lNTRODUCTION

This paper illustrates the use of an agroclimatic model to sug-
gest agricultura 1 research priorities in Brazil. More generally,
several aspects of the modeling activities conducted at EMBRAPA (the
Brazilian Public Corporation for Agricultural Research) will be
discussed. The goal of modeling and sí.mul.at í.on at EMBRAPA is to
obtain several feedbacks that act upon researchers and research
managers, helping them to gain understanding about complex systems
and to set reasonable research priorities.

TRE USE OF TRE SYSTEHS APPROACR AT EMBRAPA

Modeling at EHBRAPA is dane within the general framework of the
systems approach applied to agricultural research (Alves 1975; Dent
and AnderEon 1971; Dalton 1975; Spedding 1979).

F~gure 17.1 lists some of the systems of interest to EMBRAPA.
The labels attached to these systems are not very descriptive; for
instance, "PESTS" may re f er to an insect/plant/water system whose
description requires a lengthy paper. The important point is that
ErillRAPAtakes farms as the focal systems to be studied. AlI other
systems, which may range from the whole country to a single animal,
should be studied reIative to the recommendations that must be given
to farmers. For example, the study of an agroclimatic system of the
weather/soil/plant type for the semiarid region of Brazil is con-
sidered essential to the development of technologies that are
acceptabIe to farmers.

Several activities must be carried out if the systems approach
is to be used. On one siàe, we have traditional activities, which
can be grouped roughly iuto experimentation and sampling. They are
essentially analytical, and have dominated agricultural research up
to the present day. On the other side, new activities should be
develaped parallel to the ones that have characterized the experi-
ment station. These include the use of ma t.hema t í.caI (computer)
modeling, the execution of case studies, and the development of
large information systems (e.g., a climatic data base).

These new activities are essentially synthetic, at least in the
sense that they simultaneously take into account a large number of
interrelated variables. 1n addition, in connection with computer
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FIGURE 17.1 Examples of systems to be considered.

models and case studies, an effort is made to study not only how but
also ~ the system works the way it does. This central aspect or
the systems approach requires synthesis rather than analysis (Ackoff
1979a, 1979b). In this context, synthesis means not onlv the com-
bination of the different components of a syste~, but al~o the con-
sideration of larger systems. For instance, te study farming sys-
tems in the semiarid tropics of Brazil, it was necessary to stuày an
agroclimatic system at the county leveI. The study of other systems
related to economics, marketing, and employment was also required.
For example, if an agroclimatic or a farm management model indicates
that the best thing to do is to plant melons, and most farmers ir. a
region follow th í s recommenàation, the result may be an economic
disaster because of market saturatior. resulting in a price àrop.

THE ROLES OF MODELING AND SUIULATION

In this section, we will discuss the main functions associated
with modeling and sí.muLa t í.or, activities at EMBRAPA. At this stage,
it is assumed that a group of researchers has identified an impor-
tant system, snd that they are willing to allocate a substantial
part of their time to its study.

We can take as an example a water/soil/plant system that can be
common to many farmers in a region. Typically, the researchers have
some knowledge Bnd biological data relevant to the study. Data are
obtained through the use of traditional techniques applied within
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the work of specific disciplines (plant physiology, soil physics,
water managemer.t, etc.). We are not referring here to climatic data
that have been recorded over the years; comments on the availability
of climatic data will be made later.

Suppose it is found that a mathematical model can be use fuI in
understanding how and why a sys~em works and how it cao be changed
or centrolled. The model is not an end in itself, but a means to
gain unàerstar.ding. As soon as we begir. building the model, prob-
ably with the help of a modeling expert, the first feedback acting
upor: the researchers cLearLy appears (indicated by [1] in figure
17.2). It is discovered very soon that the available knowledge and
data are not enough to build the modelo Researchers must perform
seve raI activities, such as reviewing the literature, formulating
new hypotheses, and holding discussions with other scientists. The
original mu Ltí.dí scí.pL'i nery team t hen s t ar t s to wo rk in an ir.ter-
disciplinary way by combining the points of view and the techniques
of several disciplines (Birnbaum 1979; Payne and Pearson ]979).

Then, using ava í.Lable informa tion, a ma thema tical model is
fornulBted. At this stage, a second feedback (indicBted by [2] in
figure 17.2) can be activated through the use of simulation, which
in this context means numerical experimentation, including para-
meterization and sensitivity studies. Simulation can indicate
points at which more research is necessary, together with others at
which the available knowledge should be considered satisfactory.
Simulation can also point to severa I weakr.esses in the model, allow-
ing corrections to be made.

These two feedbacks are the most important at the preser.t stage
of modeling activities at EMBRAPA. Depending upon the system under
study and the available model, other feedbacks can be activated.
For instance, we can show the ~odel outputs to external experts,
extension agents, or farmers, and ask them to criticize the results.
In general, however, our current models are not intended to advise
farmers directly; they are considered to be research tools.

OUTLI~E OF AN AGROCLIt~TIC MODEL

In this section, we will present an overview of an agroclimatic
model for the semiórid tropics of Brazil. A surnrnaryof the model's
maio aspects appears in figure 17.3.

The system is of the water/soil/plant type. For each planting
period and for each year, water balance is calculated and produc-
tivity is estimated. A list of the system's co~ponents follows.

]. Geographic boundary: A county with a neteorological station.
2. Crops: Only annual crops are considered.
3. Climatic data: The model requ í res da í Iy rainfall data for a

series o f years--typically, between 20 and 50 years are
available--ar.d rnean monthly temperature and relative humidity.
In the present version, solar radiatian and potential evapatrans-
piration are calculated with formulas proposed by hargreaves that
make use of temperature ar.d relative humidity data and take ioto
account the latitude of the meteorological station. The computer
program, ~ritten with small modules, is very flexible, so that
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different routines can be used to estimate potential evapotrans-
piration.

4. Soil: Water-holding capacity is estimated for the most prevalent
type of agricultural soil in the county.

5. Plant: Root development is estimated for the crops of interest
(mainly corn, beans, and sorghum) and for the chosen type oI
soil. Evapotranspiration coefficients are estimated or are taken
from the literature.

6. Simulation step: The use r specifies the length of the plar.ting
period (typically five days). If une chooses five days, the year
is divided ioto 73 periods. Then, the daily rainfall and poten-
tial evapotranspiration values are grouped iuto five-day values.

7. Productivity: For each planting period and each year, the model
estimates productivity (defined as the ratio bet~een actual and
potenCial production) as a function of water stress. Different
response functions can be easily tested. The user must give two
values between 0.0 and 1.0, so as to clássify the estimated pro-
ductivity into "good," "fair," or "bad." For instan,e, ii PROD
is the estimated productivicy and the volues 0.8 and 0.5 are
given, then the result is considered to be good if PROD ~ 0.8,
fair if 0.8 > PROD ~ 0.5, and bad ir PROD < 0.5.

8. Outputs: The computer gives two kinds of outputs: numerical and
graphic. For eaeh planting period, the program gives the rela-
tive frequency of good, fair, and bad produc t í.víty results. (The
relative frequency of "acceptable" results, defined as the SUlr. of
good and fair ones. is also printed.) In addition, mean runoff
and mean water deficit are printed, and alI values are displaycd
graphically.

9. Validation: The model results corresponding to each of the past
10 years with available weather data are compared to field
experience, with the cooperation of iarmers and extension agents.

USE OF THE MODEL

Example

We consider the county of IrecO, the maio bean-producing county
in Brazil, in the state of Bahia. 8eans are the chosen crop.

We will illustrate the use of the model with a simulation that
takes the for~ of a traditional 2 x 2 factorial experimento Most
people would say that we are running four simulations. \Je prefer to
say that we run one simulation that consists of four trials, so that
the term simulation corresponds to a hypothetical field experiment,
and each trial is equivalent to ane experimental plot.

In arder to run the model, the user must give a set oi evapo-
transpiration coefficients (k ) and a set of yield response factors
(k). There are two sources ~or these sets of values: they can be
taken from the literature, ar they can be estimated by our
researchers. Thus, we have four combinations that take the form of
a 2 x 2 factorial experimento

Here, for convenience, we will indica te by "FAO" (Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) the values given by
Doorenbos arid Kassam (1979), and by "EMBRAPA" the va lue s estimated
by their researchers at the Center for Agricultural Research of the
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Semiarid Tropics (CPATSA). Table 17.1 summarizes some of the
results printed by the computer.

1. The best plantiug season is io late October and early November,
in agree~eot with field experience.

2. A 35 percent chance of years with aceeptable yield (one out af
three years) is much closer to field experience than the 62 per-
eent value.

3. The model is very robust with regard to ke values, for either set
of k values.

4 The ~odel is very sensitive with regard to k values, for either
. set of k values. y

c

Reeommendations. Several recommendations can be submitted to
the researchers so they can set more reasonable priorities. OÍ
course, the ultimate deeision ma y depend on severa 1 factors not
included in the model or completely independent of the system under
study (e.g., the availability of personnel ar equipment). We list
here some of the recommendations submitted to the researchers that
are valid for Ircce.

of the plan t grow t h cycle. ln other simulations use the k
values estimateu at CPATSA, since the results they give are crose
to field experience.

3. Give low priority to any new estimation of the k values; the
values in the literature should be considered safisfaetory for
the present.

Conclusions. Several cooclusions car. be deduced from the study
of the computer output. We list here a rew of them.

Examplc 2

Crop Evapotranspiration Coefficients (kc)
Crop Evapotranspiration Coefficients (kc)

1. Do not plan any "best planting period" field exp erLme n t , since
the medel already gives reasonable and robust results.

2. Give high priority to the study of different water stress
respon se functions. Plan some experiment where the plots are
submitted to different levels of water stress at different stages

The eounty of Santana do Ipacema, in the state of Alagoas, is
also in the semiarid tropies of Brazil, but differs quite clearly
from lrec~ with regard to dominant soils and rainfall distribution.
A simulation analogaus to the ane 1n the previous example was per-
forr.1edfor Santana no lpanema, where 57 years of rainfall data were
ava í lab le , Models for the Lpariema region also differ from those
designed for lrecê with respcct to root deve Loprnent data; the
Ipanema madel reouires this information in order to relate soi1 type
to plant growth. Table 17.2 gives a summary of the results for this
example.

From the examination of the eomputer output we conclude that
the results are very robust with regard to different sets of kc and
k values. Therefore, for the time being, we do not see any urgency
tZ repeat the field experiments in crder to improve our estimates of
the k and k coefficients. ln other words, the model suggests that
this ~ort ofYfield experiment has low priority in that county.
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TABLE 17.1 Best planting interval and percentage of years
with acceptable yield (county: Irecê, crop: beans).

TABLE 17.2 Best planting interval and percentage of years with
acceptable yield (county: Santana do Ipanema, crop: beans).
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Example 3

The irrigation specialists at CPATSA have developed or adapted
some water rnanagement technologies that can be of great help for
small farmers. These technologies are based on the storage cf run-
off water that can be used io drought periods. Some technologies
that can enhance yields already exist, if the farreers could store at
least 100 rnrnof runoff water. The model shows that in all. the
counties already studied, there are several periods with runoff well
above the 100 mm mark in a large percentage of years. On the cne
hand, this confirms the hypothesis that the main problem is not lack
of water, but uneven distribution of rainfall. On the other hand,
these results show that E~IBRAPA can dissemina te these technologies
among the farmers and expect a high chance of success. However,
before doing this, upmost priority should be given to a feasibility
analysis of the proposed technologies at the farQ leveI. lf we con-
sider the individual disciplines involved, the priority shifts fram
water management (which developed or adapted the technolcgy) to farm
rnanagement and economics (to see if the technology is acceptable to
farmers).

CONCLUSION

The central idea of this paper was to demonstrate the use of an
agroclimatic model as an illustration of the general approach taken
at Et·1BRAPAwith regard to modeling and simulation. Other models
(e.g., pest control or cat t le management models) could have been
used.

On the positive side, we can list the following aspects of
modeling activities at EMBRAPA:

1. Reasonable know-how has becn gained w í th regard to the develop-
ment and maintenance of computer models. Once an initial charac-
terization of the system to be studied has been given, a pre-
liminary version of the mathematical model and the corresponding
computer program can be ready in a few weeks. Since both the
model and the computer program are subject to frequent changes,
the main concern shifts from formulation to maintenance. There-
fore, great importance is being given to modern programming tech-
niques (mainly top-down, modular, and structured prograrnrning) to
simplify the maintenance work.

2. There is a large amount of climatic data. ln fact, many stations
have collected these data for more than 60 years, which places
Brazil in a very good position to und er t ake climatological
studies.

3. EMBRAPA' s researchers are very interested in using computer
models. The experience has made it clear that computer tech-
nology offers perhaps the only avenue for studying many complex
systems.

On the negative side, we can mention two problems that will
certainly receive much attention in the near future:
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1. An on-line climatic data base is not available. For the most
part, weather data are still in sheets and books scattered
throughout the country. Thus, although many clirnatic models can
be developed quickly, they cônnot be put into operation because
the dôta are not readily available for computer procepsjng. ln
other words, modeling kncw-how is far ôhead of the availability
of the information systems needed to use the models.

2. Although EMBRAPA's computar installations in the field of scien-
tific data processing are among the best io Latin America, due to
telecommunication problems most research stations do not have as
yet remote terminaIs linked to the central computer. This is the
case, for instance, of CPATSA, where computer prccessing is done
at headquarters and outputs aremailedtotheresearchers.As
can be expected, this creates considerable difficulties.

Once these problems are solved, the use of computer modeling
and information systems in connection to agroclimatic studies will
become a matter of routine. ln the meantime, even with the diffi-
cuI t í.es menticned, models are being used at EMBRAPA to set some
research priorities. For instance, the model presented in this
paper had a significant impact on proj ect formula tion during
CPATSA' s last annua I programming meeting (Augus t 1981). Several
field experiments with different crops will include measurements of
the parameters required by the model (e.g., root and canopy deve 1-
opment, length of the various phases o f the plant cycle, pl.ant
response to water stress, etc.), even though these measurements are
not amcng their main objectives. Thus, several researchers clearly
understand that they can use Lhe model te save time iu their future
work.
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